Ideas for Elementary Schools
To Help Students Become People of Good Character

1. Create a Wall of Character to praise and appreciate students involved in positive character traits.

2. During the weeks leading up to Grandparents' Day, have children investigate the question, "What influences do our grandparents and other relatives have on us?" Have students interview, watch films, and read books about their grandparent's generation.

3. Hold a family science fair where families are supposed to work together to prepare the display.

4. Every two to three weeks, send home "family homework."

5. Utilize "the class meeting" to create a democratic classroom environment.

6. Highlight part of the DARE program that emphasizes character traits.

7. Teach responsibility and respect toward animals.

8. Introduce the concept of having Respect by having teachers perform California Raisin skit to Aretha Franklin's RESPECT song.

9. Have a homeless shelter employee as a guest speaker during the "caring" month.

10. Introduce the Six Pillars of Character with puppets.

11. Questions a principal/teacher asks any student when dealing with disciplinary issues: "Were you being a kid for character?" "Did you treat the other(s) like you want to be treated?" Did you stop and think?" "Which Pillar do you think you need to work on to improve your behavior?"

12. Give the "Best Bunch at Lunch" award to the class with the best behavior in the lunch room each week.

13. Celebrate Random Acts of Kindness Week (2nd week in February); put up display that documents all the random acts, e.g., "Kindness Trees" with leaves that list the acts of kindness.

14. Have students make sample commercials or videos on the Six Pillars of Character.

15. Use cooperative learning "T" charts of "what does it look like" and "what does it sound like" to help students learn what actions define the various character traits.
16. Lunch menus give names to food that include the character attributes, e.g., Caring Corn.\(^{10}\)

17. Sit desks in a square, each with a number on it. Every Friday have a “seat lottery” draw number and move to a different desk. This helps students get to know others in the class, helps prevent cliques (us vs. them attitude) and prevents desks from becoming an archaeological dig.

18. To help children deal with being impulsive, teach STAR: Stop, Think, Act, and Review.

19. Let students focus on one topic (as they complete many assignments) throughout the school year. They become an “expert on that topic.” For example, a student may know more about whales than any child or adult in that school district.

20. Complete curriculum modules or lessons with special emphasis on Six Pillars of Character or ethical decision-making.

21. Make sure the school handbook, code of conduct, etc. align with the Six Pillars of Character.

22. Include cooperative learning, critical thinking skills, service learning, and various other strategies that foster caring, thoughtful students.

23. Brag FACTS: teachers make sure they have said at least one good thing about each child to their parents (phone call, send home Brag FACT, when see in the grocery store, etc.).

24. Dealing with Halloween; the month’s character trait would be courage or respect. Each child chooses a local hero, someone they know personally. They dress up as that person.

25. When teaching cooperation/citizenship puzzles are donated to the school. When students earn time, they are allowed to go work on the puzzle. Each time they complete a puzzle, the puzzle pieces are secured and the puzzle is displayed in the hall with a sign about cooperation. This same school put a 2500 piece puzzle in the foyer of the school. Parents and others who attended events or picked up kids from practice all put the puzzle together.


**Ideas for Specific Classes**

**English/Literature**

1. Acquire a list of children’s books arranged by the Six Pillars.

2. Read a story to children. Have them write a story of their own reflecting the same Pillar.


5. Use Character Quotes for writing assignments.

6. Class develops a checklist of characteristics that describe a hero and then measure each character in a story to see if he/she meets the established criteria.

7. Write similes, for example: “A kid for character is like a bright sun in the sky.”

   a) Ask if they ever have “Alexander days” [learn we all have bad days]
   b) Tell children you also have “Alexander days” [all humanity has bad days]
   c) Tell me when you’re having an “Alexander day” [teach them how to deal with bad days]. When a student says he’s having an “Alexander day,” the first chance you get stop and talk with the student about what’s been going on. This process builds an immediate bond with your students.

**Science**


**Social Studies**

1. Have students rewrite how some incidents in history might have been different if parties involved had acted with Six Pillar ethics.

2. Read and review weekly reader news articles in light of the Six Pillars of Character.


**Art and Music**

1. Have each grade level sing a song about one of the Six Pillars of Character at programs or assembly.

2. Write and sing Character Counts! Lyrics to traditional songs.

3. Analyze lyrics of songs to find examples of Six Pillar language.

**Work Force Preparation**

1. Invite career minded speakers to discuss ethics in the workplace.
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